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Background
To achieve better health outcomes and develop future criteria for corridor
improvements that incorporate health equity, mobility access, and other
key factors, Frontier MPO applied the “Health in Transportation Corridor
Planning Framework” as developed by the Federal Highway
Administration. Indeed, the purpose of this document is to act as a guide
during corridor planning to merge health considerations with
transportation infrastructure requirements and continue to educate
potential advocates while recognizing this practice is applicable to all road projects.
Frontier Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) serves the region of Western Arkansas and Eastern Oklahoma which is home to
about 280,000 individuals. Our area suffers from some of the highest rates of obesity, cardiac arrest, diabetes, and lung cancer in the
nation along with nearly 25% of our residents living in poverty. The current adult obesity rate (2017) is 35.7%, with largest cohort
between the ages of 45-64 hovering at an obesity rate of 42% (Healthy Arkansas, 2017). Recently, the United Health Foundation’s
America’s Health Rankings noted that in the past seven years, diabetes increased 24% from 11.2% to 13.9% of adults within
Arkansas. The overall rank of Arkansas for health proved 48 out of 50 states. Furthermore, the health of women and children
ranked number 49 out of 50 states
(https://www.healthy.arkansas.gov/images/uploads/publications/Obesity_Data_Deck_2018.pdf).
Challenges in Fort Smith and Sebastian County include a high prevalence of obesity, high percentage of children in poverty, a nd a
high prevalence of frequent physical distress (lack of food, homelessness, and associated trauma). Further, a new report in 2020
funded by Entergy Arkansas and the Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation indicates that 41% of Arkansas households are either below
the federal poverty level or have incomes that struggle to afford housing, childcare, food, transportation and healthcare. But while
there are fewer African American, Native American, and Hispanic households, they are disproportionately likely to be asset limited,
income constrained, and unemployed. There is a “wide racial disparity” for income in Sebastian County, according to the Urban
Institute —Blacks have a median household income of $23,000 per year, and Hispanics have a median household income of
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$32,000 per year compared to median household income of $44,000 for whites. Mortality rates for African Americans is
significantly higher for most cancers, HIV, and a higher proportion of African Americans are overweight (82.7%) compared to
whites (66%). Also, the prevalence of diabetes among African Americans adults hovers around 11%. Heart disease, respiratory
disease, kidney disease, also is a major contributor to leading causes of death for African Americans, Native Americans, and the
Hispanic population.
Indeed, thirty percent of Sebastian County residents are housing cost burdened and 40% are renters, according to the National
Low Income Housing Coalition Out of Reach Report. Also a food insecurity walk conducted by Urban Institute in June 2019 in
Sebastian County stated residents spend a “significant portion of their income” on housing and transportation.
In addition, the disability rate for this region is about 18%, especially among older adults. People with disabilities are at increased
risk of chronic diseases, many of which physical activity can help prevent and manage. Certain environmental features ca n
support or hinder participation in important activities like walking, particularly for people with disabilities. In the United States,
adults with disabilities perceive fewer neighborhood environmental supports and more barriers for walking than their
counterparts. Strategies that increase supports and address barriers for walking may help promote physical activity among adult s
with disabilities1. In effect, almost 24,000 disabled individuals in Sebastian County alone likely face insurmountable barriers to get
groceries, pay bills, go to medical appointment, find and keep a job. To further compound this health crisis, access to medical
facilities, federal, district, and county agencies, fresh foods, and community activity centers in the region is hindered by the lack of
connectivity, deteriorated sidewalks, nonexistent bicycle lanes/paths, and few transit amenities along major corridors. Vulnerable
populations surround Rogers Avenue with five of the seven available low-income and Section 8 housing is on or immediately
north of Rogers Avenue.
In order to begin to address the integration of health, equity, and transportation, Frontier MPO selected the Rogers Avenue
Corridor. Rogers Avenue passes through the heart of the MPO region and is a priority corridor for every resident of and visit or to
the area. The corridor suffers from the broad challenges and physical barriers that are sustaining this health crisis. As the main
1

(Omura, J. D., Hyde, E. T., Whitfield, G. P., Hollis, N. D., Fulton, J. E., & Carlson, S. A. (2020) Differences in Perceived Neighborhood Environmental Supports and
Barriers for Walking Between US Adults With and Without a Disability. Preventive Medicine (2020): 106065. (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ypmed.2020.106065).
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route into Fort Smith, Rogers Avenue is the link to reaching critical facilities. No parallel route
is available. It serves as the defacto main street and acts as the primary throughway of Fort
Smith, especially when considering retail and commercial destinations. With an average daily
traffic count as high as 50,000 daily, this busy corridor attracts shoppers, commuters, and
other users. Yet, the corridor's design and operations severely limit who can access it and
how. Along several sections of Rogers Avenue, intermittent sidewalks, lengthy crosswalks,
and no allowance for active transportation corridors - such as bike lanes or separated paths
are found. Marooned parking lots cut off from each other by bollards, fencing, etc. causes
vehicles and pedestrians to move back out into traffic to reach the adjacent businesses
creating a potent combination for increased accidents and conflicts. By addressing the Rogers
Avenue corridor first, Frontier MPO will reduce the negative impacts of the corridor and also
establish a new model for making similar changes to other corridors in the region.
As in many cities, this is a common and unremarkable facility with the primary goal to keep
traffic flowing and with few multimodal options. Numerous fast food chains and convenience
stores are ubiquitous on this corridor with little choice for healthy meals. As expected, the
poor, the elderly, the vulnerable, and often the mobility challenged live nearby. While, Fort
Smith Transit offers bus service with one-hour headways and several stops on Rogers
Avenue, the fixed bus route only runs Monday to Saturday from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Transit in
general helps to meet the community’s needs and the large bus investments, scheduling
software (soon to be bus tracking feature), existing benches and shelters provides the
equipment and amenities to begin building Rogers Avenue as a health corridor. The current
congestion and configuration of Rogers Avenue proves that uncontrolled access on a wide four-lane expressway is not only an
unsuccessful attempt to effectively move traffic but is also a high risk proposal for the safe movement of pedestrians, bicyc lists,
and persons with disabilities. Community health is imperiled.
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COVID-19 Impacts
In the midst of developing the Rogers Avenue Transportation & Health Planning Framework, the COVID-19 pandemic struck causing
a sudden shift in transportation and mobility options for essential workers, such as healthcare professionals, transit drivers,
restaurant, grocery, sanitary, food, manufacturing, public safety, and freight employees. Immediate issues surfaced:
•
•

Lack of personal protective equipment for frontline transit and healthcare workers;
Lack of dependable transportation for essential workers - who often due to lower wages, experience financial hardship and
distress.

Even in the midst of this crisis, Fort Smith Transit continued operations with only small changes to the downtown shuttle. As a result,
many of these individuals must arrive at work to pay basic rent, buy food, and manage daycare expenses or otherwise face dire
poverty. Without accessible and affordable transportation, essential workers are left to decipher these challenges alone. Moreover,
in order to protect their health and safety, these individuals moved to economical yet healthy choices such as bicycling and walking,
along with the use of scooters. However, like many facilities across the United States, Rogers Avenue fails to offer adequate and
secure sidewalks, bike lanes, and street crossings. Erratic and unforeseen circumstances created by COVID-19, combined with falling
tax revenues have also produced budgetary concerns for road, sidewalk, trail, and bicycle lane construction.
New stressors induced by COVID-19 that significantly affect our community and ourselves, now determine our safety. Real anxieties
from the availability of personal protective gear, whether we must rely on public transportation to get to work, and whether social
distancing practices will prevent illness frequently consume our decision making processes. To leave home, essential workers have
few choices. In addition, the built environment is contributing to challenges in mental health. Increasingly, urban green space is
recognized to protect mental health and is a potential public space that can offer a restorative environment in times of crisis, such as
the COVID-19 pandemic. Mental and behavioral disorders account for approximately 7.4% of the global burden of disease, with
depression now the world’s leading cause of disability (https://www.healthaffairs.org/doi/full/10.1377/hlthaff.2016.0082). These
startling facts support the rationale for the development of a healthy streets and for a development policy that promotes increased
integration of land-use mix, street connectivity, and residential density as interventions that can have lasting public health benefits.
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As a result, COVID-19 pushed this planning framework to further transform and become integral to not only improving overall
health, but also in addressing disproportionate transportation and health inequity to people of color along with ensuring essential
workers the ability to reach employment centers. With the brutal advent of COVID-19, this moment of crisis further crystallized the
urgency to build community capacity and find diverse transportation solutions while purposefully addressing transportation system
gaps and inequities.
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Getting Started
Given the current car centric design of
Rogers Avenue and the associated health,
economic, and social costs to the poor, the
disabled, and the disenfranchised, the
importance of gaining public input to
reflect the communities concerns and
priorities remained crucial to the overall
planning process. Consequently, Frontier MPO immediately partnered with health councils, medical providers, transit service, and
faith-based organizations. By identifying key stakeholders, developing a contact list, and gauging support for health benefits early in
the corridor planning process, these community partners can provide broad perspectives on the transportation and public health
issues.
The City of Fort Smith Public Works Department, the City of Fort Smith Streets Department, the City of Fort Smith Transit
Department, the City of Fort Smith Zoning Department, the Sebastian County Judge, the City of Barling, Chaffee Crossing
Redevelopment Authority, the Arkansas Colleges of Health Education, the Department of Health, the Community Health Council,
Mercy Health, the Arkansas Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration Arkansas Division, and other
champions, such as bicycle advocacy and trail groups, elected officials, local, and state engineers participated in this effort. As a
result, focused and directed engagement is needed with these specific agencies. Moreover, through ongoing rapport between
multifaceted organizations, we can better take advantage of each agency’s tangible assets and human capital. Only through this
transparent dialogue can we find feasible infrastructure solutions.
Ideally, available and needed resources for incorporating health into transportation infrastructure on not only the Rogers Avenue
corridor but future corridors, will include valuable information as follows:
•

Previous plans and ongoing initiatives.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing traffic crash data.
Recent bicycle and pedestrian traffic counts.
GIS layers of existing transportation facilities (including roadways, transit routes, stops, and headways, bicycle facilities and
sidewalks).
Household, individual, and online surveys on travel habits and preferences.
Community health data and patient surveys.
Census data on demographics and commute modes.

In order to accurately determine how to gain access to each resource, a list of data needs and the appropriate point of contact is
necessary. Each partner brings different resources and capacity, as outlined in Table 1. Reliable data that shows what active
transportation facilities exist, how and where people travel, and what motivates their transportation choices can direct funding for
transportation infrastructure that transforms health equity and outcomes.
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Table 1: Rogers Avenue Corridor Transportation & Health Equity Partner Resources
Asset
Technical/Funding

Description
Staff & Technical
Expertise in
Transportation
Planning, Facilities
Inventory, & GIS

Partner
Frontier MPO

Scope
Agency

Sector
Govt.

Technical/Funding

Staff & Technical
Expertise in
Socioeconomic
Data; EDA Grant
Funds

WAPDD

Agency

Govt.

Technical/Funding

Transit Provider;
Ridership, Route
Data & FTA Grant,
City Funds

City of Fort Smith
Transit

Agency

Govt.

Engineering/Road Improvements

Road Owner, Traffic
Volume, Crash Data,
Design &
Construction Funds

ArDOT

Agency

Govt.

Traffic Signal Management & Operations

Traffic Flow & Delay
Data, Intersection,
Crosswalk Inventory

City of Fort Smith
Streets Department

Agency

Govt.

Local Health, Medical Data & Strategic Plans

Regional health Data
& Indices, Patient
Survey Data

Mercy Medical

Org.

Health
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Description

Partner

Scope

Sector

Medical & Technical Review & Support

Assistance with
Patient Surveys,
Review of Health &
Transportation
Equity Policies

Arkansas Colleges of
Health Education

Org.

Education

Exercise & Obesity Trends Data

State Physical
Activity, Obesity &
Exercise Program
Data

University of
Arkansas Health &
Medical Sciences

Org.

Education

Arkansas Colleges of
Health Education,
Health & Wellness
Center
Walkability & Trails Advocacy

Source: Frontier MPO

Commercial &
Business Data for a
portion of entities
along Rogers
Avenue

64.6 Downtown
Association
Chaffee Crossing

Private

Economic
Development
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Moreover, a thorough examination of crash data, traffic volumes, transit service, pedestrian and bicyclist facilities, health indexes,
and socio-economic data assisted in understanding the Rogers Avenue corridor and those fundamental elements that may affect
transportation choices and health outcomes. Likewise, to gain supplementary data, Frontier MPO conducted transit ridership and
operations surveys, business surveys, and medical patient surveys. With this initial data about the Rogers Avenue Corridor, focused
collaboration with the public and key stakeholders is fundamental to define the transportation problems and public health issues.

Courtesy of: City Health Dashboard: https://www.cityhealthdashboard.com/ar/fort%20smith/city-overview?metric=29
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Step1: Define Transportation
Problems & Public Health
Issues
Due to the corridor’s high concentration of health services, retail
convenience, restaurant and grocery businesses, enduring traffic
congestion, and implicit demand for transit, pedestrian, and
bicycle services, Rogers Avenue is a priority health and
transportation focal point. To illustrate the concerns with safety on
this and other corridors in Fort Smith, during the development of
the 2017 Arkansas State Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, a strong
philosophical difference between local communities in the region and in Fort Smith regarding how cyclists should be accommodated is noted.
The City of Fort Smith believed that cyclists should be accommodated off-road, because the roadways were too dangerous, especially arterial
roads, such as Rogers Avenue. Pedestrian and bicyclist accidents and fatalities are an all too common occurrence on this corridor. Recently in
March 2020, a man walking home on Rogers Avenue received life threatening injuries from a car hitting him and is hospitalized. In July 2019, a
woman also suffered major injuries from a truck running into her at Rogers Avenue and 25th Street. The trend of these conflicts over the past 10
years as traffic volumes increase. As an overwhelmed and failing facility, combined with the steep rates of disabled and poverty

stricken individuals and families living near this corridor, transportation and public health obstacles must receive urgent attention.
In order to define transportation problems and public health issues, Frontier MPO coordinated agency and community stakeholder
meetings on February 21, 2019 at a major community healthcare advocate and medical provider, Mercy Hospital. Frontier MPO
provided a pre-meeting survey to key invitees, such as ArDOT, the City of Fort Smith Public Works Department, the City of Fort Smith
Transit Department, Sebastian County Health Department, the Community Health Council, and Mercy Health. The intent of the pre-
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meeting survey was to refine and target discussion with state and local collaborators. These organizations have the ability and
resources to propose changes, take action, and examine new ideas.
To better address subsequent community comments and concerns, Frontier MPO gathered the agency stakeholders first. Frontier
MPO sought to gauge agency stakeholder priorities for the corridor. Did agency stakeholders believe that integrating health and
transportation options for Rogers Avenue Corridor is needed? If so, what is the main priority – transportation, economic benefit,
health and safety or equity? Indeed, defining transportation problems and health issues permits decision makers and others to gain
the awareness that a problem truly exists. Problem identification is no simple task, as one agency’s problem is a satisfactory
condition to another.
While most of the agencies understood the definition of
health along the Rogers Avenue Corridor to convey “fitness, a
person’s mental, and physical condition,” the Arkansas
Department of Transportation (ArDOT) equated health to
mean road condition such as pavement assessment and
needed surface improvements or repairs (See Appendix A for
meeting agendas, notes). Data regarding the length of time it
takes to reach transit in Fort Smith, corridor traffic volumes,
crash data for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists along with
health outcomes showed corridor strategies that impact the
quality of life are warranted. Diseases affecting the region are
largely linked to obesity such as diabetes, cardiac arrest, and
cancer (See Appendix B for health outcomes and data).
By understanding the data and the clear linkages between
poor transportation infrastructure and the effect on community health on this corridor, issues such as corridor design, safety
features, multi-modal opportunities, impacts to vulnerable populations, and other concerns surfaced. The leading stakeholder
priorities are as follows:
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Corridor Priorities
•
•
•

Provide safe and reliable transportation options and access especially for
the underrepresented
Reduce health and transportation inequities
Reshape the negative view of transit riders

“There’s plenty of incurable issues in medicine,
transportation should not be one of them.”
– Rural Healthcare Worker in Western Arkansas

Community Health Challenges
•
•

Identify who is impacted by health barriers
Understand critical transportation issues for regional dialysis patients

Monitor and Resolve Safety Deficiencies
•
•

Provide safe access to bus stops, pedestrian refuges
Pedestrian refuges are currently restricted on Rogers Avenue

Funding Obstacles and Opportunities
•
•
•

Funding of infrastructure vs. need and demand for trips
Leverage current investments, use moments of creativity to establish cultural change
Retrofitting this corridor to accommodate other modes besides vehicles is improbable without funding

Infrastructure Design Solutions
•

Offer other feeder points for access to services along Rogers Avenue Corridor

Transit Community Outreach and Ridership Needs
•
•
•

Stigma of transit limits ridership numbers – develop strategies to change the current mindset
Maximize transit stops and locations
One hour or more transit headways on Rogers Avenue that limits riders’ ability to meet daily needs
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Many agency stakeholders agreed that the region’s dismal health
outcomes (adult obesity rate hovers at about 36%) could be
improved with multimodal transportation options. Equally, the
regional dialysis center explained that for every minute a dialysis
patient delays dialysis, the patient then loses an hour of life.
Moreover, without consistent dialysis, expensive emergency room
visits and hospital stays result - costing society substantially.
Whereas, reliable transportation to the dialysis center would
induce health savings benefits. The agency stakeholders
undertook a corridor audit with Ms. Jean Crowther, of Alta
Planning + Design identifying immediate safety needs for sidewalk
connections, land use and placemaking strategies, and areas for
potential transit hubs, such as the Central Mall location. In the
course of the audit, ArDOT determined that given the desire to
achieve Vision Zero targets and the upward trend of pedestrian
and bicyclist accidents on Rogers Avenue, that additional flexibility regarding the use of pedestrian refuges on the corridor could be
examined.
While agency stakeholders largely concentrated on infrastructure updates and programmatic modifications, the community
stakeholders pointed out major concerns with medical transport, safety, and the overall lack of access to medical care. Both the
community and agency stakeholders held common priorities regarding the lack of funding, utilizing other feeder /parallel facilities,
and mitigating safety risks. In order to gain immediate input from community stakeholders such as social services, health providers
and other providers, the community agency meeting followed the agency stakeholder meeting later on the same day and also at the
Mercy Hospital location; the community stakeholders did not have an audit but obtained details about the corridor’s challenges. The
comments and observations regarding transportation problems and health issues gathered at the community meeting follow.
Community input primarily centered on poor medical access, delay caused by frequent congestion for emergency vehicles trying to
reach medical facilities on Rogers Avenue, and insufficient patient transport. Of greatest importance to community members is clear
consideration for “getting people, especially the intellectually disabled, physically disabled, and mobility challenged to where they
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need to go safely.” Indeed, healthcare and transportation equity proved a main theme for this group. While the community
stakeholders lacked an opportunity for an audit of Rogers Avenue, they offered real stories and hard experiences of attempting to
walk bicycle, or ride transit. Because of this deep understanding, the community stakeholders offered thoughtful consideration of
Complete Street Design policies. Also of significant concern is not only better sidewalk maintenance and operations, but also the
careful placement of transit shelters, street furniture, and lighting to shorten the walking distances to transit and other services
while enhancing personal comfort and safety.
As a result, community stakeholders noted both the health and transportation challenges that is creating significant health and
transportation inequities for many of their patients, clients, employees, and community members. The community stakeholders
focused on the need to address:
Corridor Priorities
• Safe walking conditions and access for medical appointments is a public health priority
• Provide safe access to care for the low income and the elderly
Congestion as a Barrier to Access
• Heavy congestion on Rogers Avenue delays medical emergency vehicles
Lack of Connectivity or Alternatives
• Limited access to medical transport to reach facilities for appointments, life-saving treatment, and regular check ups
• Retrofitting Rogers Avenue may not be possible; feeder roads, such as Dallas Street and Phoenix Avenue could be enhanced
Uncomfortable/High Stress Environment
• Additional bus shelters are needed
• Landscaping, street furniture, and lighting would enhance the corridor, improving safety for pedestrians, bicyclists, and the
mobility challenged
Lack of Maintenance
• Sidewalks and ADA ramps often blocked with debris
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In the course of both the agency and the community meetings, these attendees agreed on similar transportation problems and
health needs. As a result, these problems and issues require prioritization and resources. By addressing the community’s problems
and issues first, the gaps between existing infrastructure and future needs can ensure that the proper resources are directed to the
applicable agencies, historically marginalized individuals, and appropriate projects.

Courtesy of: City Health Dashboard: https://www.cityhealthdashboard.com/ar/fort%20smith/cityoverview?metric=

Step 2: Identify Transportation & Health Needs, Resources, &
Priorities
By placing the public priorities first, we can then initiate and lead genuine community dialogue on transportation and health needs,
thereby linking feasible resources to overall corridor and network improvements not only for Rogers Avenue but also others.
Resources can include agencies, organizations, private entities, individuals, institutions, equipment, and other assets that are
available. Primary transportation and health needs that overlapped for both the agency and the community stakeholders included:
Lack of Connectivity or Alternatives

Monitor and Resolve Safety Deficiencies

Uncomfortable/High Stress Environment

Public Health Priorities

In developing a plan for assessing needs and resources, full participation from agency and community stakeholders will benefit the
integration of health into transportation planning. Involvement from these individuals and organizations was identified through both
the workshops and earlier transportation planning efforts with Frontier MPO:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Champions – Influential leaders such as the University of Fort Smith Chancellor, Mercy Health Chief Executive
Officer, Baptist Health Chief Executive Officer, Arkansas Colleges of Health Education, Sebastian County Health Department
Director, Western Arkansas Planning & Development District (WAPDD) Executive Director, Pastors, Clergy, Charitable
Organizations, Fort Smith School District Superintendent, Community Health Council Chair, City of Fort Smith, and others.
Health & Human Services Providers
Elected Officials
Those Directly Affected – Mobility Challenged, Elderly, Low-Income, Vulnerable Populations.
Businesses On the Corridor
Fort Smith Transit
Community Supporters for Active Transportation, Health Equity, & Mobility Access
Partners – Western Arkansas Planning & Development District, City of Fort Smith, Fort Smith Transit, Chaffee Crossing
Redevelopment Authority, Fort Smith Police, Emergency Medical Services, Social Assistance Agencies (United Way, Food
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Banks, Mental Health Providers, Senior Service Providers), Hanna Oil & Gas, Coca-Cola, First National Bank of Fort Smith
among others.
Because of its choice location and as a heavily traveled corridor laced with numerous retail and commercial entities, Rogers Avenue
is uniquely well suited as a prime candidate for public/private partnership with land owners/developers/property managers and also
for investment from healthcare partners. For instance, with an existing transportation shuttle, Mercy Medical’s clients and broad
communications base is a valuable social asset. Moreover, Rogers Ave is a regional corridor and is qualified as a recipient of federal,
regional, local, and state transportation dollars. In fact, ArDOT over the past years, spent a total of approximately $22 million dollars
on this facility for improvements, traffic signalization, and intersection work. ArDOT in July 2014 replaced the surface on Rogers
Avenue between Towson Avenue and I-540 for a construction cost of $1,189,633.84. Earlier, ArDOT widened Rogers
Avenue/Highway 22 to five lanes from Central City to Highway 96 for a construction cost of $13,682,579.80 in August
2012. Preceding these efforts, in August of 2011 initially widened Rogers Avenue/Highway 22 to five lanes from Barling to Central
City for a construction cost of $7,260,056.70. A new job is scheduled for 2021 to mill and fill the surface of Rogers Avenue/Highway
22 from I-540 to east of Highway 96. Primary resources available to understand the link between health and transportation are
outlined in the table below.
While many agencies welcome the opportunity to transform the corridor, they often cannot promise resources or funds without
formal agreements in place. Because of the need to prepare and execute confidentiality agreements, combined with budgetary
commitments and staff unavailability, the length of time to obtain help from our partners may range from mid-term (3 to 6 months)
to long-term (7 months to 1-year). Since Frontier and WAPDD are engaged in regional transportation and economic development,
we can offer staff to identify, locate, and coordinate resources and tools, such as public engagement, education, funding
opportunities, and other community assets ranging from equipment to human capital. Also, a myriad of other relevant partners will
assist in implementing other activities, events, and infrastructure planning.
In addition, online resources, case studies from FHWA, FTA, and relevant websites can also guide decisions. Through the agency and
community stakeholder meetings, the needed resources proved straightforward and easy to pinpoint. Equally, the agency and
community stakeholder process showed which problems and issues to solve first, yet also allowed for the development of viable
goals and objectives.
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Table 2: Agency Resources, Actions, & Availability
Agency
Western Arkansas Planning &
Development District

Resource
Socio-Economic Data, GIS Mapping

Frontier MPO

Transportation Planning,
Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP), GIS Mapping, Survey
& Data Collection

ArDOT

Crash Data, Traffic Volumes,
Statewide Transportation Program
(STIP)_

City of Fort Smith, City of Fort
Smith Transit

Signalization Timing, Transit PreEmption, Transit Routes, Ridership
and GIS Data

Action/Implementation
Provide staff time to develop
socioeconomic data for the
corridor along with GIS
analysis and maps
Staff will identify and
prioritize future
transportation infrastructure
projects for funding through
the TIP. Provide GIS analysis
and mapping of surface
facilities, along with bicycle
and pedestrian counts;
conduct patient surveys,
conduct transit ridership
surveys
Provide updated crash data,
traffic volumes, and consider
transportation infrastructure
projects for funding through
the STIP.

Availability
Immediate

Provide signal timing and
intersection data, number of
pre-emption signals available
to Transit on the corridor,
data or changes on Transit
routes , headway times,
ridership numbers, and
associated GIS Data

Mid-Term

Immediate

Mid-Term
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Agency

Resource

Action/Implementation

Availability

Health & Human Services Providers

Data, Patient Experiences, Health
Indexes, Education

Provide data, patient stories,
relevant local health indexes,
offer opportunity to Frontier
MPO staff to conduct patient
surveys regarding
transportation options, and
provide details about
educational presentations

Long-Term

Medical Colleges & Institutions

Transportation Patient Surveys

Frontier MPO to partner with
medical colleges &
institutions to gather
additional patient
transportation surveys
through residency programs
in our region. Review policies
and plans directed at
incorporating healthy
options into transportation
infrastructure design.

Long-Term
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Step 3: Develop Goals & Objectives that Promote Health in
the Community
A steadfast commitment to unified health in transportation goals and sensible objectives offers a
sound foundation to advance the region’s health outcomes. Given the disparity in economic and
social status but also the lack of mobility, insufficient access to both medical facilities and
community resources, fundamental changes to the built environment on Rogers Avenue are
requisite.
Overall Health Goal: Redesign and transform Rogers Avenue into a connected transportation
system that improves the health and safety of all users and the community.
Objectives:
A. Provide a connected, safe, and convenient multimodal system along the Rogers Avenue
Corridor to ensure that all of our residents have the opportunity to improve health,
including physical and social well-being, regardless of income, education, or race.

Image courtesy of National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, & Medicine

B. Improve the comfort and reduce the level of stress for people traveling by foot, bicycling, and those facing mobility
challenges on Rogers Avenue.
C. Reduce risk of serious injury or death for people crossing Rogers Avenue on foot, bicycle, or mobility challenged through
crosswalk and intersection improvements.
D. Develop and advance a clear mandate to adopt policies and project criteria that requires all transportation infrastructure and
improvement projects to incorporate healthy design. Move toward healthy transportation design in all state, municipal, and
local policies.
E. Identify and seek funding for programs and events that provide education regarding the health benefits of using transit,
walking, and riding bicycles.
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F. Identify and seek funding to hire health equity and transportation planning expert to assist in long-range infrastructure and
built environment projects.
G. Bring health, transportation, community planners, and the traditionally underserved together on a quarterly basis to address
health and transportation equity.
H. Ensure that the findings of recent studies, datasets, and models, (Health Impact Assessments, Health Indexes, SocioEconomic Data, Housing & Transportation Affordability, Physical Activity from Transportation, etc.) inform transportation
system planning and strategic investment for Rogers Avenue.
I. Plan for and invest in a multi-modal system that ensures that all have equal access to safe, healthy, convenient, and
affordable transportation.
Action Plan Goal: Integrate Health and Transportation Planning: Create healthy mobility options where existing and planned land
uses on Rogers Avenue provide sustainable multi-modal transportation benefits.
Objectives:
A. Identify diverse neighborhoods on Rogers Avenue where more active transportation
options, and/or well-designed land development that could offer improved mobility
to medical, educational, and job access.
B. Adopt health equity and mobility access goals, objectives, and actions as part of the
20-year metropolitan transportation plan update.
C. Ensure that future land use decisions near and surrounding Rogers Avenue along
with future developments are consistent with healthy transportation design and
mobility access.
D. Invest in projects and services that can transform major health equity and mobility issues.
E. Identify appropriate healthy transportation design measures, targets, and tools to track progress on Rogers Avenue.

Action Plan Goal: Promote Health Equity and Mobility Access on Rogers Avenue
through programs, guidelines, and institutional practices.
Objective 1: By December 2020, increase organizational capacity to advance health
and transportation equity within the Transportation Improvement Program, the
Unified Work Program, and other Rogers Avenue corridor planning efforts.
Objective 2: By December 2021, update Frontier MPO project guidelines, criteria,
and scoring to reflect best practices in health equity and mobility.
Objective 3: By December 2021, develop and adopt a Health and Transportation
Equity Action Plan for Rogers Avenue.
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Step 4: Establish Health Benefits & Transportation Evaluation
Criteria
Health benefits and prioritization criteria will offer the public, stakeholders, and decision
makers the ability to strategically invest in short, mid, and long-term transportation projects
that have the capacity to change the quality of life, reduce health disparities, prevent chronic
disease, and save lives compromised by poor transportation design. Projects are evaluated
and rated on their ability to meet or exceed the goals and objectives found in Step 3:
Developing Goals & Objectives that Promote Health in the Community.
In order to consider the health impacts of each strategy or project alternative for the Rogers
Avenue Corridor, careful consideration of available and easily collected data, supporting
partners that are willing to share data, the evaluation criteria and steps, the process of
selecting future infrastructure projects on Rogers Avenue or any other facility is part science and part art. Decisions are guided and
refined by the health benefits and transportation evaluation criteria which in turn informs the Frontier MPO long-range
transportation plan, the Frontier MPO transportation improvement plan, Frontier MPO’s Unified Work Program, ArDOT’s state
transportation improvement plan, and potentially the City’s capital improvement plan as it relates to Rogers Avenue. Evaluation
criteria assess the ability of a project or program to meet a plan’s stated goals. As evaluation criteria were developed for the Rogers
Avenue Corridor, the following guidelines were used.
•
•
•

Acts as a decision-making tool for use prior to a project or program being implemented
To better reflect their influence on achieving a particular plan goal, weights may be applied to certain criterion.
Be measurable with data that is readily available or is easily collected.
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When establishing both evaluation criteria and performance measures, it’s important to consider the data that’s available, project
partners who can help provide data and/or support the evaluation, and if the criteria or measures reflect the stated goals of the
plan. Specific to developing evaluation criteria, it’s also important to consider the following:
•
•
•
•

The measure should rely on data that is readily available or can be easily collected in a consistent manner
This allows the measure to be repeated over time, providing for consistency among processes
Measures should be mutually exclusive, to the extent possible
Measures should be based on the goals of the plan and lead to a decision that is most reflective of those goals

Rogers Avenue Corridor Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation criteria seeks to join and provide linkage to the issues, needs, resources, priorities, and goals as underscored in Steps
1, 2, and 3; further, it aims to establish criteria that is best supported by MPO staff, both for the Roger Avenue Corridor plan and
future corridor projects. Table 1 below establishes the overarching categories for evaluation, with the second column highlighting
specific criterion or measures related to the category.

Table3: Rogers Avenue Corridor Evaluation Criteria
Category

Evaluation Criteria

Project Alternative

Expands Public Transportation

Reduces Reliance on
Single Occupancy
Automobiles

Does the project support expansion of transit service, whether through new stops, transit centers, or funding for increased frequency
of transit routes?
Does the project increase reliability of existing transit service? This may include: reduced delay for transit, transit priority lanes, or
other improvements that improve route speed.
Does the project improve connections to transit stops? This includes improved pedestrian or bicycle access to transit stops and
improved first/last mile connections by foot or by bike.
Does the project support transit access for persons using assisted mobility devices? This may include ADA accessible routes to transit
stops and design of transit stops.
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Category

Evaluation Criteria
Promotes Active Transportation
Does the project add or enhance pedestrian infrastructure? This may include new sidewalks, widened existing sidewalks, completed
gaps in the sidewalk network.
Does the project add to or enhance bicycle infrastructure? This may include new bike lanes, improved existing bike lanes, completed
gaps in the bicycle network.
Does the project improve access and mobility options for persons using assisted mobility devices? This may include new and
improved curb ramps, wider sidewalks, and other features that enhance access along the corridor.

Project Alternative

Does the project address a known safety issue?

Improves Safety for All

Does the project reduce roadway travel speeds?

Users

Does the project improve lighting in the corridor?
Does the project provide for safer crossing opportunities for pedestrians or bicyclists?

Project Alternative

Does the project improve mobility options for low-income households, multiple family dwelling units, and/or zero car households?

Improves Mobility for

Does the project improve access to essential services in traditionally underserved neighborhoods or Environmental Justice areas?

Disadvantaged and
Vulnerable
Communities

Does the project link disadvantaged neighborhoods with economic, education, and medical centers?
Does the project support reduced congestion near schools?
Does the project improve access to healthy food choices? This may include increased transportation options to reach healthy food
centers or improved connections among neighborhoods and healthy food centers.

Project Alternative is

Is the project alternative identified in previous planning or corridor design efforts?

Consistent with

Does the project align with established regional transportation planning goals and vision?

Regional Vision

Does the project address needs identified through previous planning efforts?
Does the project support integration of multi-modal transportation options with land use policies and development code?
Is the project supported by regional and local partners?
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Additional criteria may be recommended under each category as needed, but new metrics should consider the availability of data,
the simplicity of the measure, the capacity of MPO staff to conduct the evaluation, and the ability to replicate the evaluation for
future projects. While data from project partners may be available to support the process, it is recommended that this data is used
to support performance measures to assess the impact of improvements over time. Examples of performance measures might
include: miles of bikeways and sidewalks, number of pedestrians observed, and transit ridership, among others. Furthermore, the
criteria should also allow for seamless implementation of Step 5 – Develop Alternatives and Their Health Impacts.

Courtesy of: City Health Dashboard: https://www.cityhealthdashboard.com/ar/fort%20smith/city-overview?metric=
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Step 5: Develop & Evaluate Alternatives and their Health
Impacts
The odds of being overweight and the ability to be physically active is significantly
associated with the overall built environment in which a person lives. In order to integrate
health into the decision-making process and guide the future development and facility
improvements to the Rogers Avenue corridor, “the right” transportation projects that
advances the health of our residents and where prudent investment can save health dollars
along with easing traffic problems for the residents of Fort Smith must be prioritized,
selected, and funded. This action alone can help the region to achieve its vision – be a
thriving community. A balanced and inclusive approach to the planning process can also
reveal social injustice, health inequities, and transportation poverty. The goal is to better
understand health implications caused by transportation projects and resolve these health issues through infrastructure
improvements that maximizes health.
As a result, a number of scenarios for the Rogers Avenue corridor with potentially positive health impacts and outcomes were
analyzed. Stakeholders sought to identify appropriate solutions that offered immediate health benefits, but also showed the
feasibility of timely project implementation. Frontier MPO with key stakeholders and partners sought to create a livable, functional,
and walkable environments on the Rogers Avenue corridor. The built infrastructure emerged as a high priority to transform public
health. The following criteria guided the alternatives corridor development for Rogers Avenue:
Reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)

Improves Safety for All Users

Expand Public Transportation

Equitable Access to Transportation Network

Promotes Active Transportation

Offers Access to Healthy Food Choices

Incorporates Health Community Design Features
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HEALTH IMPACTS

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ▪
▪
▪
▪

Each additional mile and a half of walking results in a 4.8% reduction in obesity risk.
Installing at least one sidewalk on each street is the most cost effective health intervention. i
Each hour spent in a car increases obesity risk by 6%.
Land Use Mix offers the greatest correlation to effectively reduce obesity risk by 12.2% and
improve mental health status.
▪ Walkability contributes to improved health outcomes for residents, lower crime rates and
increased civic engagement.
See: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0091743514002904?via%3Dihub; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.amepre.2004.04.011;
https://oxfordre.com/environmentalscience/view/10.1093/acrefore/9780199389414.001.0001/acrefore-9780199389414-e-93
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While not listed as a leading criteria, the guiding principle of
strengthening community is to also enhance economic vitality for
all, especially those disadvantaged residents and families along
the Rogers Avenue corridor. This basic assumption remains a
cornerstone to successful healthy lifestyle environments.
Through the dynamic manipulation of the built infrastructure,
Rogers Avenue can be reinvented to meet the needs of all users.
Table X presents fundamental built infrastructure improvements
for Rogers Avenue that have the exceptional ability to transform
regional health impacts. In order to initially determine whether a
project may exceed, meet, or fail (plus, check, minus) the
fundamental requirements to integrate health into street design,
standards, and policies the following criteria was applied.

The Big Picture – Transform Rogers Ave.
Physical activity, diet, safety and injury rates, exposure to
pollution, and how easily people can access work, shops, services
and schools is influenced by public facilities. The connection is
clear—healthy community design matters. The Rogers Avenue
planning framework is an important tool to achieve healthier built
environments in Fort Smith.

Courtesy: Hollywood Blvd. https://www.safestreetssummit.org/2020-safestreets-awards
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Table 4: Rogers Avenue Alternatives & Health Impacts Criteria
Proposed Project

Creekmore Park &
Fort Smith Library
Pedestrian Bridge
& Overpass
Transit amenities
along corridor
(shelters, benches,
trees, etc.)
Rapid Transit (15
min. headways)
Street lighting
Link adjacent
neighborhoods
through parallel
trail system

Reduce VMT
(Vehicle
Miles
Traveled)

Expands Public
Transportation

Promotes Active
Transportation

Incorporates
Healthy
Community
Design Features

Improves
Safety for
All Users

Equitable
Access to
Transportation
Networks

Offers
Access to
Healthy
Food
Choices
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Proposed Project

Medians & access
management
Greener/Micro
Parks added to
corridor
Midblock crossings
at lengthy sections
or destinations of
need on opposite
sides
Improved
pedestrian,
bicyclist, and
transit access into
the Mercy Hospital
Campus
Central location for
Transit Oriented
Development
(TOD)
Longer crossing
times for
pedestrians at
crosswalks

Reduce VMT
(Vehicle
Miles
Traveled)

Expands Public
Transportation

Promotes Active
Transportation

Incorporates
Healthy
Community
Design Features

Improves
Safety for
All Users

Equitable
Access to
Transportation
Networks

Offers
Access to
Healthy
Food
Choices
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Proposed Project

Speed limit
lowered to 30 mph
Utility lines placed
underground
Murals & other art
projects placed
along corridor
Reduce lane width
where applicable
Offer controlled
access and
secondary/shared
access between
businesses
Reduce overall
parking
requirements and
encourage parking
behind buildings

Reduce VMT
(Vehicle
Miles
Traveled)

Expands Public
Transportation

Promotes Active
Transportation

Incorporates
Healthy
Community
Design Features

Improves
Safety for
All Users

Equitable
Access to
Transportation
Networks

Offers
Access to
Healthy
Food
Choices
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Step 6: Identify Alternatives that Support Health in the
Community
In order to actively support health in the community, projects, and policies that specifically target and monitor regional health
trends provides a foundation for improved planning and design efforts. Moreover, projects that move individuals to choose more
sustainable modes, reduce health-related diseases due to inactivity, and supports healthy lifestyle environments, among other
factors received additional examination. Below are practical benchmarks to further refine the Rogers Avenue alternative scenarios.
▪

Provides Equitable Access to Jobs, Education, and
Healthcare

▪

Provides Safe and Short distances to Retail, Grocery,
Transit, Parks, Libraries, and Public Facilities

▪

Offers Improved Health in Community Neighborhoods and
Vulnerable Populations

▪

Supports Multimodal Development and Connectivity

▪

Create Healthy Lifestyle Environments for All

Courtesy of Aspire Arkansas: https://www.aspirearkansas.org/
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Table 5: Rogers Avenue Alternatives & Policies that Support Community Health
Proposed Project

Provides Equitable
Access to Jobs,
Education, Healthcare

Provides Safe &
Short Distances to
Retail, Grocery,
Transit, Parks,
Libraries, Public
Facilities

Offers Improved Health
in Community
Neighborhoods &
Vulnerable Populations

Supports Multi-Modal
Development &
Connectivity & Mode
Shift

Create Healthy
Lifestyle
Environments for
All

Offers Value
& ROI

Promotes
Transportation Equity

Provides Health
Equity

Offers Improved
Health in Community
Neighborhoods &
Vulnerable
Populations

Supports MultiModal Development
& Connectivity

Create Healthy
Lifestyle
Environments
for All

Assures all
Projects are
Evaluated

Creekmore Park &
Fort Smith Library
Pedestrian Bridge
Minimum 4-ft.
Sidewalks the Entire
Length of Rogers
Avenue
Proposed Policy

Redefine Street
Function &
Classifications
Consider policies to
Reduce VMT;
Congestion Pricing
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Proposed Policy

Reduce On & Off
Street Parking
Requirements

Incentivize Mode
Shift from SOV to
Active
Transportation
Create Rogers
Avenue Corridor
“CarEfree” Zone in
appropriate locations
– where cars are
limited and e-bikes,
e-mobility is
available at little to
no cost

Promotes
Transportation Equity

Provides Health
Equity

Offers Improved
Health in Community
Neighborhoods &
Vulnerable
Populations

Supports MultiModal Development
& Connectivity

Create Healthy
Lifestyle
Environments
for All

Assures all
Projects are
Evaluated
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Implementation: Vision & Policies
The projects and policies alternatives proposed through this study will be most successful when implemented in tandem with a
broader policy framework that prioritizes public health outcomes and community members’ ability to meet daily needs. The
following Vision Statement, Goals, and Policies articulate that framework. This framework should be implemented through the
Together: Frontier 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, the Frontier MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) along with
other regional planning policies and documents.

VISION STATEMENT
The Rogers Avenue Road Corridor is a
multimodal corridor that accommodates
regional vehicular, public transit,
pedestrian, and bicycle movements;
through the establishment of sustainable
land use choices, sound mobility options,
and connected neighborhood access, the
Rogers Avenue Road Corridor can act as an
asset for improved economic, social, and
health equity outcomes in Fort Smith.

Vision Element One
A multimodal corridor that provides access to healthcare
providers, serves regional vehicular, public transit and
pedestrian, bicycle movements.

Vision Element Two
Establishes sustainable land use, mobility
options, connected access, and economic,
social, and health equity.

Vision Element Three
Create improved economic, social, and
health equity outcomes. Act as an asset to
Fort Smith,businesses, health facilities, and
the community neighborhoods.
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Vision Element One

A multimodal corridor that provides
reliable access to healthcare
providers, serves regional vehicular,
public transit and pedestrian, bicycle
movements
Goal 1.1: Support Rogers Avenue Corridor as a regional
healthcare and employment center that efficiently and reliably
moves vehicular and freight traffic, while providing for the
safe movement of public transit, and pedestrian, bicycle users.
Goal 1.2: Expand the public transit system and
pedestrian/bicycle network to relieve ongoing and future
congestion especially near Mercy Hospital and other major
healthcare and retail employers.
Policy Statements
Policy 1.1 Identify key intersections with the potential for
transit amenities and improved safe pedestrian and bicyclist
usage.

Policy 1.2 Increase transit frequency of existing routes; add
new corridor services as vehicular traffic volumes create delay
and congestion.
Policy 1.3 Create safe and efficient pedestrian and bicyclist
routes to community neighborhoods, major attractions,
employment centers, medical facilities, and educational
institutions. Target safety improvement projects near lowincome housing and vulnerable populations.
Policy 1.4 Incorporate design standards that include access
management and reduces access points. Encourage shared
access and parking between properties.
Policy 1.5 Conduct surveys at Mercy Healthcare, Major
Employers, Public Facilities, Fort Smith Regional Dialysis
Center, and other healthcare providers to measure and track
access to healthcare once every two years.
Policy 1.6 Conduct bicycle and pedestrian counts along Rogers
Avenue annually. In particular, near medical and public
facilities, and other attractors, such as Wal-Mart and the
Central Shopping Mall.
Policy 1.7 Track traffic data, volumes, and accident data.
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Vision Element Two

Establishes sustainable land use,
mobility options, connected access,
and economic, social, and health
equity.
Goal 2.1: Invest in road improvements and future designs that
provide a safe and secure area for not only vehicular and
freight movements, but also for transit, pedestrians, and
bicyclists.
Goal 2.2: Expand the public transit system and
pedestrian/bicycle network to not only relieve ongoing and
future congestion but to also more easily reach Mercy
Healthcare and other important destinations.
Goal 2.3: Track and correlate multimodal land use and health
equity development to economic benefits.
Policy Statements
Policy 2.1 Promote sustainable land use that concentrates
pedestrian and bicycle friendly developments and housing
along the corridor to support the transformation of Rogers
Avenue from primarily a vehicular facility to a multi-use and
active transportation corridor.

Policy 2.2 Offer consistency in the development of plans,
studies, designs, and standards between corridor partners,
such as ArDOT, the City of Fort Smith, Fort Smith Transit,
Frontier MPO, and the Rogers Avenue Corridor neighborhood
communities to ensure a uniform vision, a compatible
appearance, and a coordinated agreement.
Policy 2.3 Position future transit stations, new hub,
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure near mixed use
developments and multi-family dwellings.
Policy 2.4 Track vacancy rates, beautification efforts, transit,
and multimodal investments along the Rogers Avenue
Corridor.
Policy 2.5 Develop joint efforts with the Fort Smith Planning
Commission to address social, health, and transportation
inequities through the planning and design of land uses.
Policy 2.6 Identify properties that offer sustainable land use
mobility options, connected access, and economic, social and
health equity opportunities. Centrally located properties that
are near healthcare facilities, such as Mercy Healthcare,
schools, public facilities, and employment opportunities
should be carefully considered as potential multimodal
developments.
Policy 2.7 Target multimodal and sustainable land use
investments near low-income and impoverished areas.
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Vision Element Three

Create improved economic, social,
and health equity outcomes. Act as
an asset to Fort Smith, businesses,
health facilities, and the community
neighborhoods.
Goal 3.1: Advance health equity outcomes for the Rogers
Avenue Corridor, and provide appealing centers for active
transportation, multimodal development, commerce,
community, and healthcare.
Goal 3.2: Promote attractive and convenient pedestrian and
bicycle connections between community neighborhoods and
commercial, educational, employment, and healthcare
destinations.
Policy Statements
Policy 3.1 Establish vibrant economic opportunities for diverse
employment, social interaction, and business
entrepreneurship and provide equitable mobility options, such
as walking, riding, e-bikes, bike share, and transit use to
improve the area’s quality of life and health outcomes.

Policy 3.2 Develop corridor improvement projects that
embrace as appropriate Complete and Healthy Streets
guidelines.
Policy 3.3 Establish community champions that will implement
activities and programs to foster pride, a sense of unity, and
community cooperation within the Rogers Avenue Corridor.
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Implementation: Health Criteria
While the evaluation criteria developed in Step 5 are helpful indicators of preferred
project and policy options, the partners leading this effort recognized that
implementation is most likely to be successful when community members experience a direct and immediate benefit. For that
reason, this study launched an additional program for cataloguing community-determined needs relative to the Rogers Avenue
corridor based on individuals’ own unique lived experience. With this data, Frontier MPO and our partners can provide an additional
filter to guide the scopes of projects and policies and specific design elements to ensure alignment with individuals’ day to day
needs.
The program was developed through a key partnership with the Arkansas Colleges of Health Education and the Our Voice Initiative
with the Stanford School of Medicine that formed during the development of this framework. The Our Voice Initiative empowers
community members to drive change in their local environments by using a smartphone application. Using the Discovery Tool
mobile app, these “citizen scientists” document features of their communities that impact their ability to lead healthy lives. They
then review their own findings, prioritize areas for change, and mobilize to promote improvements that will support community
health. Initially, the goal of the Our Voice Initiative effort for the Fort Smith region was to identify transportation infrastructure
barriers that impact the ability to walk, be mobile, or bicycle – especially in North Fort Smith, Downtown, and along Rogers Avenue.
Historically marginalized communities of color are found in these locations. Later, other metrics, such as mental health status, access
to healthy foods, housing availability and condition, health behaviors and choices, and mobility of the elderly were found to support
not only walkability, but also help us to establish realistic health criteria.
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The Our Voice Approach
Beginning with neighborhood walks using the Discovery Tool, Citizen Scientists engage in a four-step process to build healthier
communities. The four steps are as follows:
Discover
Discover aspects of your community that impact healthy
living:
‣ Go on a walk using the Discovery Tool
‣ Take photos and record your thoughts
‣ Think about how your community can be improved

Discuss
Discuss your findings with other citizen scientists:
‣ Share your photos and discover common topics
‣ Prioritize target areas for change
‣ Brainstorm solutions and strategies
‣ Identify stakeholders, policy makers, and other
potential allies
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Advocate
Advocate for local improvements:
‣ Meet with allies, stakeholders, and/or policymakers
‣ Present and discuss findings and potential
solutions
‣ Agree on action steps
To test the application, the data collection team consisted of 15
members from the Frontier MPO Walkability Team. Team members
represent the City of Fort Smith, First Presbyterian Church of Fort
Smith, 64.6 Downtown Business Association, the Arkansas Colleges of
Health Education, Western Arkansas Planning and Development
District, City of Van Buren, Crawford County, Arkansas Department of
Transportation, and the University of Arkansas Medical Sciences State
Physical and Nutrition Coordinator. The guiding question for the effort,
was “What makes it easy or hard to get around in this community?” A
total of 248 photos and accompanying narrative was documented in
early December 2020. While not all of the photos were on the Rogers
Avenue Corridor, many were taken on adjacent streets. Examples of
issues facing equitable access to transportation, health, jobs, and
education is noted in the accompanying photos and text. As a result of
the effort, certain themes surfaced, such as:
•
•
•
•

Pedestrian Safety/Security
Crossings/Crosswalks
Sidewalk Obstructions
Connectivity

Activate
Change your community for the better:
‣ Follow up on action plan
‣ Track activities and results
‣ Evaluate outcomes
‣ Celebrate and share successes!
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amenities - Bus Shelters, Benches, Truncated domes
Green Space/Landscape and Streetscape
Comfort and Inclusion
Drainage
Universal Design/Accessibility and Signage
Curbs/Curb Cuts
Barriers/Buffers between cars and
pedestrians/bicyclists
Traffic Calming

The frequency of these themes is shown in the following
figure. The top five priorities and concerns are: Pedestrian
Safety and Security, Universal Design/Accessibility and Signage,
Barriers/Buffers, Crossings/Crosswalks, and Comfort/Inclusion.
Some goals, performance metrics, and metrics were initially
developed from the Our Voice Initiative as shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Our Voice Thematic Goals and Metrics
Goal

Performance Measure

Metric

Health & Safety

Public Health

Individual Activity Levels
Obesity Rates

Multimodal

Transit Access

Proximity to Transit
Availability of Shelter, Transit Amenities
Ridership Counts

Equity

Proximity to Historically Marginalized
Communities

Average Distance to Transit or other
Mobility Services

Accessibility

Built Environment

Land Use Proximate to Facilities

Connectivity

Facility Miles (sidewalks, trails, transit,
bicycle lanes, ADA ramps, etc.)

Societal Costs and Benefits

Job Creation

Economic Development

College Enrollment
Workforce Participation
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Public Input Platform & QR Codes
In addition to the Our Voice Initiative, Frontier MPO created QR Code posters, yard signs, and an accompanying survey using the
Public Input platform (www.publicinput.com). The survey focuses on the transportation facilities and priorities in the Fort Smith
region. Over 744 responses and comments from the public not only regarding healthy transportation options, but also concerns with
Rogers Avenue were gathered. Some comments and survey reports are shown on the following pages. At least 65% of the
respondents believed that health should be integrated into transportation plans,
design, and infrastructure projects.
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With a clear public mandate to integrate health into
transportation design and infrastructure, this planning
framework for Rogers Avenue will not only identify and
design future pilot projects, but also develop permanent
safety solutions and associated health equity
improvements for the Fort Smith region. Moreover,
baseline data regarding health outcomes and the impact
of transportation improvements to health can now be
quantified. Through the Our Voice effort, citizen scientists
have pinpointed specific barriers on the Rogers Avenue
corridor to transportation and health equity. Indeed, local,
state, and federal officials and agencies can see, hear, and
feel the concerns and issues facing the community. As a
result, long-range transportation planning documents, the
Frontier MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP),
bicycle and pedestrian plans can include the Our Voice
findings. In this manner, policies, programs, actions, and
funds are then directed to appropriate infrastructure
projects that can offer sustained equity benefits for all
users of the transportation system.
The technical assistance provided by FHWA and their
consultants during this process afforded Frontier MPO the
ability to try and seek new models of bringing about
change. Furnished with knowledge and tools, continued
work can transform Rogers Avenue. As Margaret J.
Wheatley stated, “There is no power for change greater
than a community discovering what it cares about.”
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Public Meeting Materials
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Comment
Help Older Citizens from
Barling to get Downtown Fort
Smith
Help Citizens get to Appts.
Missed Appts. Huge Problem;
esp. on Northside

Access important
Mercy Hospital provides 5
Shuttles for Doc visits, are,
infusion, discharge (approx.
730 trips a month).
Used to do free walking clinics
Homeless Shelter/Hope
Campus

Theme

Transit, Seniors
Missed Medical

Feb. 21,
2020
Session

Morning
Morning

Northside Zip Codes
& Medical Access
Morning
Not enough
resources to provide
all citizens
medical/mobility
access
Morning

Access to Care
- Link transportation
to downtown Fort
Smith area.
Local match only for
City limits; need to
look for sustainable
funding (to help
Transit is looking for new ways reach other markets,
to expand and help
cities).
Trails act as
alternative
transportation
routes besides just
for recreation. Takes
time; funding
difficult to find. I.E.
May Branch; connect
Riverfront & MLK.
Park facility near
Fort Smith's Trail Plan has 39
Rogers at
miles planned - not just for
Creekmore Park.
recreational only - Only 7 to 8 How do parents
miles built. Another $39 mil.
have kids get to
Needed to build rest.
pool, park?

Morning

Morning

Morning

Morning
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Comment

Who are the potential
partners; how can they come
together to achieve these
goals? How do we get there?

Theme

Strategy

Listen to what people want coordination.
When we do projects get new
traffic counts; look toward
new transit facility on/near
Rogers.

Morning

Morning

Morning

ArDOT - definition of
"healthy" corridor is different;
rather than personal health, it
is road health such as
pavement, etc. ArDOT just
does not look at Rogers with
the same perspective.
Transit Limitations

Feb. 21,
2020
Session

Morning
Limited to city
boundaries/limits.

Morning
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Comment
Remove stigma of Transit.
Work together toward a
solution
ArDOT opportunity to learn
and see what could be applied
and when.
Better care for patients.
Case Studies shown by Jean are either of these on state
facilities?
What was the timeframe for
the Memphis project? (less
than a year)
Did Memphis project improve
medical access for patients?
(Mixed use with focus on
medical growth - difficult to
say).
Will changing of Rogers Ave.
help with access?
Rogers Ave. is highly traveled.

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session
Morning
Morning

Morning
Morning

Morning

Morning

Morning
Morning
Morning
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Comment
How well does Phoenix act as
a secondary route/diverter
from Rogers? Phoenix doesn't
provide an East-West
Connector.
How change the stigma of
transit? Transit seen as a norm
in larger cities…how do we
change how people feel about
getting around?
What cultural shifts need to
change the current mindset?
Is it possible to apply the
traffic calming devices and
pedestrian refuges used in
the Memphis example here to
slow traffic down?
The expansion of Phoenix
Ave. helped shift traffic .
Extend curbs out - do not feel
safe walking on Rogers Ave.
Provide artistic element. Make
using transit (young
professionals) fun.
Make more safe for
pedestrians and bicyclists.
Transit's long-range plan to
identifies a need for a transfer
station near Rogers Ave. near
the east side.

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session

Morning

Morning
Morning
ArDOT indicated
pedestrian refuges
not permitted on
Rogers Ave.

Morning
Morning

Morning
Afternoon

Afternoon
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Comment
Provide open area for
pedestrians to access transit.
Funding opportunity; where to
find money?
Road Diet not good for Rogers
until funding available.
Funding is difficult.
Next step is to understand
volume of traffic; pedestrian
counts (not done yet),
conflicts, near misses.
Document Bike & Ped counts
Demand vs. Need for trips i.e. retail staff; service
industries have no access to
car.
Can the corridor provide or can
feeder points offer access (i.e.
Dallas Street)?
Transit ridership on Rgoers Stigma perception; many are
transitional (familes going a
few blocks for groceries).
Critical transportation issues
for dialysis patients
Transit has on average 800
trips per day. First and last of
the month can be
overcrowded on routes with
standing room only.
Transit considering investing
in coach busses.

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session
Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon
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Comment
Only 2/3rd of transit riders
transfer.
Add another transfer station;
coordinate curb to curb service
with routes.
Funding vs. Need. What is
available - right now, no
chance to ride a bike. Get
sidewalks finished and get
with ArDOT to see what is
available.
Central Mall - Commercial
discussion.
Not just funding, but
efficiency and opportunities.
Need to rethink design before
putting it on the ground.
Transit investing in signal
priority for busses and has
bike racks affixed to the front
of the busses.
Transit changing to automaded
scheduling system; offering
wifi on busses, and changing
security camera. This all takes
funds; some private donations
have been offered for bike
racks and shelters.
Leverage the investments that
transit is doing; promote new
opportunities and measure
impacts.
Corridor improvements take
time. What is in place now;
what population is not getting
medical access - this is an
opportunity to look at and
work with partners to make
sure stops, etc. are needed
and where to maximize these
now.

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session
Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon
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Comment
Use moments of creativity;
establish cultural change for
community. Connect
neighborhood shops,
restaurants, (fitness gyms,
library, churches). Advertise,
provide signage to use feeder
streets (i.e. Dallas Street).
Too early to discuss funding;
by cultivating good ideas the
political will and funding will
follow.
Make sure access to safe
stops, refuges. Safety should
be the focus; things that we
have to do - maybe not just
Rogers but connection points.
Make areas safer
Wishlist - Hwy 255 (Barling)
ACHE & Frontier Rd - Hwy 22;
find funding to send FST out to
the College, Frontier, & Hwy
22.
Need sidewalks from Barling
to 91 st.
Hills, gullys, prevents sidewalk
from being built - need
bikepath and sidewalk. Very
narrow there (Barling to 91st).
Would help Barling in the
future.
Things to consider:
What are the Public Health
Priorities for Rogers Ave.
Who is impacted by those
health priorities?

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session

Afternoon

Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon

Afternoon
Afternoon
Afternoon
Afternoon
Afternoon
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Comment
Talk about list, common
themes, and priorities.

Theme

Feb. 21,
2020
Session
Afternoon
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Appendix B: Health Outcomes & Data
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https://www.cityhealthdashboard.com/ar/fort%20smith/metric-detail?metric=1422
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Appendix C: Our Voice Approach*
*Selected photos and generated data as related to Rogers Avenue using the Stanford Medical University Our Voice approach in partnership with
the Arkansas Colleges of Health Education.
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Appendix D: “Smilies” Shared Mobility Service Partnership –
University of Arkansas, College of Civil Engineering & the
National Science Foundation Stage 1 Funding
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The Shared MicromobIlity for affordabLe-accessIblE houSing (SMILIES), is a joint effort with partners, the University of Arkansas
(UA), Frontier MPO, and the City of Fort Smith. The specific objective of this planning grant (Stage 1) is to strengthen collaborations
with relevant stakeholders, solidify academic and civic team members’ roles, and refine the vision and plan for executing this
research-centered pilot project. This Stage 1 funding is provided by the National Science Foundation. We are seeking community
input for potential locations for such shared service (such as bike share) in North Fort Smith along major corridors such as Rogers
Avenue, and other additional stakeholders and agencies to engage in these conversations. The overall goal of the project is to
determine the degree of impact of shared micromobility services on accessibility to jobs and essential activities – such as healthcare,
household transportation costs, and energy consumption for affordable housing communities in small and mid-sized cities, and rural
areas. This objective will be accomplished by developing a community engaged research-centered pilot project in the City of Fort
Smith, Arkansas.
During the Stage 1 effort, UA and Frontier MPO plan to coordinate with the Arkansas Colleges of Health Education to use the Our
Voice Approach. The expectation is to have communities of color and persons of disability use the Our Voice Approach and
document preferred shared micromobility locations and the barriers to implementation of shared mobility services within their
neighborhoods. By using this strategy, we can better meet community needs and respectfully respond to cultural preferences.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Award Notice
Award Number (FAIN): 2044026
Managing Division Abbreviation: CNS

Amendment Number: 000

AWARDEE INFORMATION

Award Recipient: University of Arkansas
Awardee Address: 1125 W. Maple Street 210 Administration Building Fayetteville, AR 72702-3124
Official Awardee Email Address: ospdir@uark.edu
Unique Entity Identifier (DUNS ID): 191429745
AMENDMENT INFORMATION

Amendment Type: New Project
Amendment Date: 01/08/2021
Amendment Number: 000
Proposal Number: 2044026
Amendment Description:
The National Science Foundation hereby awards a Standard Grant for support of the project described in the proposal referenced
above.
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Grant recipients ("the team") must participate in community-of-practice activities organized including virtual kick-off workshop
and two-day showcase workshop that are organized jointly by NSF and Metrolab Network (under a cooperative agreement with
NSF). At least two team members must participate in each activity, including the PI and preferably at least one team member from
a civic organization. An alternate representative for the PI may attend these events only if approved by the NSF Program Officer.
The team will shall also prepare a one-page graphic summary of their project and a video of up to five minutes describing the
project for the final workshop. The award recipients agree that the resulting presentation material may be posted online for public
access and/or shared by NSF with interested parties.
Incentive payments or gifts to participants must be made in accordance with written institutional policies and procedures and
supported by auditable documentation. The allowability of these costs will ultimately be based on the awardee institution's ability
to adequately demonstrate that the incentives have been disbursed in accordance with its policies and procedures.
AWARD INFORMATION

Award Number (FAIN): 2044026
Award Instrument: Standard Grant
Award Date: 01/08/2021
Award Period of Performance: Start Date: 01/15/2021 End Date: 06/30/2021
Project Title: SCC-CIVIC-PG Track A: Shared MicromobIlity for affordabLe-accessIblE houSing (SMILIES)
Managing Division Abbreviation: CNS
Research and Development Award: Yes
Funding Opportunity: NSF 20-562 Civic Innovation Challenge
CFDA Number and Name: 47.070 Computer and Information Science and Engineering
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Appendix E: Resources
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76, no. 3, pp. 265–294, 2010.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
2. A. E. Bauman, R. S. Reis, J. F. Sallis, J. C. Wells, R. J. F. Loos, and B. W. Martin, “Correlates of physical activity: why are some people
physically active and others not?” The Lancet, vol. 380, no. 9838, pp. 258–271, 2012.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
3. I.-M. Lee, R. Ewing, and H. D. Sesso, “The built environment and physical activity levels: the Harvard Alumni Health Study,” American
Journal of Preventive Medicine, vol. 37, no. 4, pp. 293–298, 2009.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
4. US Department of Transportation Research and Innovative Technology Administration and John A. Volpe National Transportation
Systems Center, Metropolitan Area Transportation Planning for Healthy Communities, Federal Highway Administration, Office of
Planning, Washington, DC, USA, 2014.
5. National Research Council, Improving Health in the United States: The Role of Health Impact Assessment, National Academies Press,
Washington, DC, USA, 2011.
6. S. Kahlmeier, P. Kelly, C. Foster et al., Health Economic Assessment Tools (HEAT) for Walking and for Cycling: Methodology and User
Guide, 2014 Update, World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2014.
7. N. Mueller, D. Rojas-Rueda, T. Cole-Hunter et al., “Health impact assessment of active transportation: a systematic
review,” Preventive Medicine, vol. 76, pp. 103–114, 2015.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
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8. G. L. Furie and M. M. Desai, “Active transportation and cardiovascular disease risk factors in U.S. adults,” American Journal of
Preventive Medicine, vol. 43, no. 6, pp. 621–628, 2012.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
9. J. M. Gibson, D. Rodriguez, T. Dennerlein et al., “Predicting urban design effects on physical activity and public health: a case
study,” Health & Place, vol. 35, pp. 79–84, 2015.View at: Google Scholar
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2009, http://www.schs.state.nc.us/schs/brfss/2009/index.html.View at: Google Scholar
11. R. Cervero and K. Kockelman, “Travel demand and the 3Ds: density, diversity, and design,” Transportation Research Part D:
Transport and Environment, vol. 2, no. 3, pp. 199–219, 1997.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
12. J. F. Sallis, B. E. Saelens, L. D. Frank et al., “Neighborhood built environment and income: examining multiple health
outcomes,” Social Science & Medicine, vol. 68, no. 7, pp. 1285–1293, 2009.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
13. M. G. Boarnet, M. Greenwald, and T. E. McMillan, “Walking, urban design, and health: toward a cost-benefit analysis
framework,” Journal of Planning Education and Research, vol. 27, no. 3, pp. 341–358, 2008.View at: Publisher Site | Google
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simulating the effects of specific policies using system dynamics modeling,” Environmental Health Perspectives, vol. 122, no. 4, pp.
335–344, 2014.View at: Publisher Site | Google Scholar
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17. J. Y. Guo and S. Gandavarapu, “An economic evaluation of health-promotive built environment changes,” Preventive Medicine, vol.
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